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Modulation of Gene Expression in Response to Mechanical Load in 
Rabbit Flexor Tendons 

 
By Krishna Asundi 

 

Abstract 
  
  

The goal of this dissertation was to investigate how mechanical loading affected 

gene expression in tendons. A better understanding of which genes are affected by load 

may help identify proteins which are involved in the initial response to tendon overuse. 

Characterizing the gene expression response to load may help identify threshold limits to 

avoid overuse injuries. 

 Gene expression levels for eight matrix molecules were quantified for tendon 

tissue obtained from rabbits exposed to cyclic load. No significant differences in 

expression levels were found. Long term repetitive loading may not lead to up-regulation 

at the transcriptional level of these eight genes or localized changes were missed due to 

homogenization of the tissue samples.  RT-PCR may be an inappropriate technique for 

measuring localized changes in gene expression. 

 A novel in vitro tissue loading system was designed capable of simultaneously 

applying specific loading patterns to six tissues under force or displacement control. 

Loading parameters such as amplitude, rate and frequency can be controlled while 

biomechanical factors such as creep, force relaxation and modulus can be affected and 

monitored.  

 Employing the in vitro tissue loading system, rabbit flexor tendons were exposed 

to static loads of 0 (stress-shielded), 2 (low), 4 (moderate) or 6 (high) MPa for 20 hours.  
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Gene expression levels for collagenase-1 (MMP-1), interlukin-1b (IL-1b) and 

cyclooxegenase-2 (COX-2) were measured.  High static loads up-regulated MMP-1 

expression compared to moderate loads. Correlations found between creep and the 

expression of MMP-1 and IL-1b suggests that the pathway for their expression, leading 

eventually to tendon degeneration, may be regulated by the biomechanical factor creep. 

 These findings indicate in vitro culture systems can be a useful tool in examining 

the effects of loading on connective tissues, allowing investigators to measure the initial 

cellular response to mechanical load. Changes in gene expression may indicate possible 

threshold limits where loading leads to a remodeling response. 
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1.1 Motivation 
 

Ergonomics, or human factors engineering, is the science of the interaction 

between man and work, in which knowledge of the abilities and limitations of the human 

body are used to design tasks and tools to improve productivity, efficiency and health 

(National Safety Council). In addition to acute trauma injuries that can affect health, such 

as cuts, bruises and contusions resulting from unsafe machine operation, slips or falls, 

ergonomics also attempts to improve health by reducing musculoskeletal disorders 

(MSD). The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) defines a musculoskeletal disorder as an 

injury or disorder of the muscles, nerves, tendons, joints, cartilage, and spinal discs not 

including disorders caused by slips, trips, falls, motor vehicle accidents, or similar 

accidents. These disorders are a major problem for workers, accounting for one third of 

all nonfatal injuries requiring days away from work (BLS, 2001) with the economic cost 

associated with these injuries estimated to be as high as $45-$54 billion annually 

(National Research Council, 2001).  

The BLS categorizes exposures that lead to MSD into 1) activities such as 

bending, climbing and twisting, 2) overexertion and 3) repetitive motions. While 

repetitive motions accounted for only 11.5% of all MSD’s the median time away from 

work resulting from MSD’s caused by repetitive motions was 20 days, double the median 

of days away due to the other exposure events. Musculoskeletal disorders due to 

repetitive motions, also known as overuse injuries or repetitive strain injuries, are 

characterized by discomfort, impairment, disability or persistent pain in joints, muscles, 

tendons and other soft tissues (Kroemer, 1989). These injuries are caused or aggravated 

by repetitive motions along with forceful movements, vibration and sustained or 
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constrained postures. Additional risk factors include cold temperatures, contact forces 

and psychological factors such as job satisfaction. Some common disorders are carpal 

tunnel syndrome, neck tension syndrome, rotator cuff syndrome, epicondylitis and 

tendonitis in the wrist. The latter three disorders specifically affect tendons, which are 

especially susceptible to injury as they transmit large loads and heal slowly due to their 

poor vasculature and limited cellularity. Overuse injuries to tendons cause an enormous 

burden in the workplace (Bernard, 1997) and account for 30-50% of all sports related 

injuries (Jozsa and Kannus 1997, Kannus, 1997). A better understanding of the etiology 

and development of such tendon disorders could lead to progress in prevention and 

treatment of these troublesome conditions. 

1.2 Background 
 

Tendons are dense fibrous tissues with a highly organized hierarchical structure 

(Jozsa and Kannus 1997, Wang, 2006). Their primary function is to transfer loads 

generated by skeletal muscles to bones allowing joint and limb movement. The basic unit 

of a tendon is the fibril, which consists mainly of collagen molecules. Fibers are the next 

unit composed of fibrils bound together by endotenons, which are further grouped into 

fiber bundles. Fibroblasts, the primary cells found in tendons, are aligned in rows 

between these fiber bundles. Groups of fiber bundles form fascicles, and bundles of 

fascicles form the tendon unit which is surrounded by the epitenon. The endotenons and 

epitenon are thin layers of connective tissue which contain blood vessels, lymphatics and 

nerves (Wang, 2006). 

As with most tissues, tendons are composed primarily of water. In human 

tendons, the dry mass is approximately 30% of the total mass (Okuda et al., 1987). In 
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addition to water and cells, tendons are composed of collagen and elastin fibers, the 

ground substance and inorganic components (Jozsa and Kannus, 1997). Type I collage is 

the most abundant collagen present in tendons, accounting for 65% of the total dry mass 

of tendons and 97% of the collagen. Type III collagen is also present in smaller amounts 

(1.5%) and typically associated with growth, development and healing. Elastin fibers 

compose about 2% of the dry weight of tendons (Jozsa and Kannus, 1997) and may 

contribute to the recovery of the wavy collagen fiber configuration (Butler et al., 1978). 

Proteoglycans and matrix glycoproteins make up the ground substance surrounding the 

fibril forming collagens. Proteoglycan content can vary within tendons depending on 

loading conditions such as whether the site is subjected to tension or compression 

(Robbins, 1994). In tendons that wrap around bone, regions of tissue are exposed to 

compressive as well as tensional forces.  These regions, called fibrocartilage regions, 

contain increased proteoglycan content in order to withstand the compressive forces, 

resulting in a more cartilage like structure (Malaviya, 2000). The most common 

proteoglycans include aggrecan, biglycan and decorin.   

Among the glycoproteins found in tendons are fibronectin, associated with wound 

healing (Jozsa, 1989, Wang, 2006) and tenascin-C which contributes to the mechanical 

stability of the extracellular matrix (Elefteriou et al., 2001).  Inorganic components, while 

accounting for less than 0.2% of the dry mass, are known to play an important role in 

growth, development and normal metabolism of musculoskeletal tissues (Schor et al., 

1973). Calcium, magnesium, manganese and cadmium are among a few of the inorganic 

components found in tendons.  
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 Fibroblasts are the primary cell type found in tendons with endothelial cells, 

synovial cells and chondrocytes also present. Fibroblasts maintain the structural integrity 

of the tendon by synthesizing the extracellular matrix and remodeling it in response to 

use, disuse and injury. Relative to other tissues, however, tendons have a limited 

vasculature and low cellularity. In addition, tendons are exposed to great loads, up to 9kN 

in the Achilles (Komi, 1990), making them especially susceptible to injury and slow to 

heal. Chronic tendon injuries which occur slowly over time are often very difficult to 

treat. A better understanding of which biomechanical factors lead to such injuries and 

how they develop may improve prevention and treatment of such disorders. 

Examination of tendon biopsies provides clues as to the changes in tendon tissues 

related to tendinopathies. Histological examinations of symptomatic Achilles’ tendons 

found degeneration and disorganization of the collagen fibers along with increases in 

vascularity (Puddu et al., 1976, Astrom and Rausing, 1995) while in patellar 

tendinopathies, clefts in the collagen and occasional necrotic fibers suggested 

microtearing (Khan et al., 1996). Disrupted collagen fibers, increased cellularity and 

neovascularization were also found in tendon tissue from patients with lateral 

epicondylitis (Nirschl and Pettrone, 1979, Kraushaar and Nirschl, 1999). Similar 

degenerative changes were found in rotator cuff tendinopathies (Fukuda et al., 1990) and 

tibialis posterior tendon ruptures (Mosier et al., 1999). In addition to these morphological 

changes, various alterations in gene expression, protein synthesis and enzyme activity 

have also been examined in degenerate tissues. Compared to controls, degenerate tissues 

exhibited altered levels of expression (Ireland et al., 2001) and enzymatic activity (Riley 

et al., 2002) of matrix metalloproteinases, enzymes involved in the turnover of collagen 
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and other extracellular matrix proteins. Increases in mRNA expression and protein 

synthesis of type I and type III collagen, have also been found in ruptured or 

tendinopathic tissues (Eriksen et al., 2002, Ireland et al., 2001) as well as elevated levels 

of the angiogenic peptide, vascular endothelial growth factor (Pufe et al., 2001). These 

findings suggest that rather than just a mechanical breakdown, a cellular mediated 

response contributes to changes in the structural organization, strength and integrity of 

tendons in response to detrimental stimuli, such as repetitive loads, which may lead to 

chronic tendon degeneration.  

While the pathway by which repetitive loads lead to chronic tendon degeneration 

is not fully understood, tendon overuse is thought to be the primary cause (Leadbetter, 

1992, Archambault et al., 1995). Like bones, muscles and other connective tissues, 

tendons change their structure in an attempt to respond and adapt to their mechanical 

environment (Banes et al., 1995). This environment can be changed by behaviors such as 

starting a new job, an increase in training or immobilization, leading to new functional 

demands on the tendons. With new demands beyond the loads to which the tendons have 

already adapted, microstructural changes may occur in the form of increased cell strains, 

fibril sliding, fibril rupture and microtears of the collagen matrix. This would lead to a 

response by the fibroblasts in an attempt to repair and adapt to these new loading 

conditions. If loading continues though, such that microtrauma accumulates at a rate that 

exceeds the cells ability to repair or conditions lead to a maladaptive repair response, 

tendon strength may decrease, resulting in greater susceptibility to damage and the 

beginning a degenerative cycle. Many factors may initiate or aggravate the process 

including tissue hypoxia, hormonal changes and aging (Leadbetter, 1992). This model 
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provides an elegant explanation of how forceful repetitive loads can lead to tendon 

degeneration, a link that has been well established by epidemiologic studies (Bernard, 

1997, Armstrong et al., 1987). However, little information is available regarding 

acceptable exposure levels that would prevent such injuries. Improving our knowledge 

and understanding of how specific loading conditions initiate and add to the development 

of overuse injuries may allow for better treatment and prevention. 

 A useful method for examining the effects of mechanical stimuli on cells is the 

cell culture model. By seeding cells on flexible substrates, strains can be applied to the 

cells in order to examine the regulation of various matrix proteins and enzymes in 

response to mechanical load. Mechanical stimulus has been shown to lead to a 

“synthetic” fibroblast phenotype characterized by an increase in connective tissue 

synthesis and a simultaneous inhibition of  matrix degeneration (Kessler et al., 2001), 

while alterations in internal cytoskeletal tension appear to modulate the expression of 

catabolic and anabolic genes in a reciprocal manner (Lavagnino and Arnoczky, 2005). 

These and other studies (Banes et al., 1999, Brown et al., 1998) suggest a cell mediated 

response to load in an effort to adjust the surrounding microstructure to maintain an ideal 

strain environment. Cyclic strain has also been linked with an inflammatory response by 

fibroblasts, with mechanical stretching leading to increases in production of 

prostaglandin E2 and leukotrine B4 (Li et al., 2004) and mRNA expression of 

cyclooxygenase (Wang et al., 2003) and interlukin-1B (Tsuzaki et al., 2003). In addition, 

exogenous interlukin-1B added to tendon cultures has been found to up regulate 

expression of interlukin-1B (Tsukaki et al., 2003) along with various other genes 

associated with tendon degeneration including cyclooxygenase-2 (Yang et al., 2005), 
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interstitial collagenase (Yang et al., 2005, Archambault et al., 2002) and stromelysin 

(Archambault et al., 2002).  Tsuzaki et al. 2003 suggests interlukin-1B may establish “a 

positive feed-back loop in triggering fibroblast-mediated cytokine-MMP matrix 

destruction”, a possible explanation for how repetitive load can lead to a degenerative 

cycle.  However, while these models help advance our understanding of the cellular 

response to their mechanical environment, they are limited as they may exclude 

interactions between adjacent cells and between cells and the matrix that occur in a 

typical tendon or ligament in vivo.   

Another method that has been used to examined the relationship between 

repetitive motions and the development of overuse injuries are in vivo animal models. 

These models involve live animals performing repetitive motions over long periods of 

time in an attempt to create conditions that may lead to degenerative changes. Various 

methods have been employed to elicit repetitive motions including electrical stimulation, 

treadmills and voluntary grasping for food.  In rabbits, electrical stimulation of the triceps 

surae muscle led to histological changes consistent with overuse injuries such as 

degeneration of the collagen fibrils and infiltration of inflammatory cells in the Achilles 

tendon (Backman et al., 1990). Stimulation of the flexor digitorum profundus muscle 

produced increases in the number and size of microtears (Nakama et al., 2005) and 

greater levels of angiogenic growth factors (Nakama et al., 2006) at the epicondyle. Rats 

exposed to treadmill running produced alterations in the mRNA expression of 

inflammatory, angiogenic (Perry et al., 2005) and nitric oxide synthase (Szomor et al., 

2004) genes in the supraspinatus tendon.  Repetitive voluntary grasping by rats resulted 

in local as well as general elevation of macrophages in the muscles and tendons of the 
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upper extremities along with a systemic inflammatory response (Barbe et al., 2003). 

Animal models have demonstrated a clear relationship between repetitive load and the 

development of tendon degeneration and inflammation. These models, however, are 

limited in their ability to control specific loading parameters such as strain, stress, loading 

rates, duty cycle and frequency.  

Understanding how each of these parameters affect tendon mechanics and matrix 

remodeling would allow better task and tool design to reduce the risk of tendon injuries.  

In vitro organ culture models are an appealing alternative to cell culture and in vivo 

models. They allow precise control over the various loading parameters while 

maintaining the interactions between cells and the surrounding matrix.  In these models, 

tissues are harvested immediately after sacrifice and maintained in culture media which 

provides the necessary nutrients for cells to stay viable and functional. With care, tissues 

have been maintained viable and synthetically active up to 9 weeks (Russell and Manske, 

1988). By securing the ends of connective tissues, through various techniques, several 

investigators have examined how load affects DNA and protein synthesis (Slack et al., 

1984, Banes et al., 1999), wound healing (Tanaka et al., 1995, Banes et al., 1999),  cell 

morphology and viability (Hannafin et al., 1995) and gene expression (Majima et al., 

2000, Hsieh, 2002, Lavagnino et al., 2003). These studies demonstrate the feasibility and 

value of an in vitro organ culture model showing mechanical load to have a large effect 

on cellular behavior with more recent studies finding possible load thresholds that initiate 

tissue degradation (Arnockzky et al., 2004, Lavagnino et al., 2006).  

1.3 Dissertation Objectives 
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The goal of this dissertation is to examine the effects of mechanical load on the 

expression of various genes associated with tendon degeneration. Measuring the effects 

of these specific loading parameters on the expression of genes involved in matrix 

formation and tendon healing can provide valuable information about the initial 

physiological response to repetitive loads which could explain the tissue damage and 

disability observed in patients with repetitive stress injuries of the tendon. In addition, 

load threshold limits may be identified beyond which degenerative changes begin. By 

identifying these limits, tools and tasks may be designed to prevent loading which may be 

harmful. The findings from the studies in this dissertation should also provide a better 

understanding of overuse injuries, their etiology, safe exposure limits and treatments for 

such injuries. 

In the second chapter of this thesis, alterations in mRNA expression levels of 

several matrix molecules in response to repetitive loading in an in vivo tendinopathy 

model are studied. Determining how the expression of such genes may be modulated with 

long-term repetitive loading may help identify the proteins that play a possible role in the 

development of tendinopathies.  

The third chapter describes the design and construction of a custom built in vitro 

organ culture system to apply repetitive loads to connective tissues. This system was 

designed to take advantage of the precise control over loading patterns that can be applied 

to tissues and address limitations in other loading systems.  

The fourth chapter describes the use of this system to examine the effect of static 

load on the expression of interstitial collagenase, interlukin-1b and cyclooxygenase-2, 

genes associated with chronic tendon degeneration.  By characterizing the gene 
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expression response to load, threshold limits which could lead to a matrix remodeling 

response may be identified. 
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Abstract 
 

 An in vivo rabbit animal model for the tendinopathy, epicondylitis, was used to 

examine the effect of repetitive load on the expression of various genes associated with 

matrix remodeling. Following 80 hours of cumulative load, tissue from the proximal and 

distal flexor digitorum profundus tendon was collected.  Quantitative RT-PCR was used 

to asses mRNA expression levels of MMP-1, MMP-3, VEGF, CTGF, COL-III, IL-1β, 

COX-2 and fibronectin. No significant differences in expression levels were found 

between loaded and unloaded limbs at the distal or proximal region of the flexor tendon. 

These results suggest long term repetitive loading may not lead to up-regulation at the 

transcriptional level of these eight genes or localized changes were missed due to 

homogenization of the tissue samples.  RT-PCR may be an inappropriate technique for 

measuring small or localized changes in expression.  Future studies should consider use 

of in situ hybridization or other methods to identify regional changes in gene expression 

in tendon. 
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2.1 Introduction 
 

Athletes and workers who perform forceful repetitive hand activities are at an 

increased risk of developing tendon overuse injuries (NRC, 2002). Employees 

performing hand intensive jobs such as in the industrial, textile and food industries, 

exhibit a higher prevalence of tendinopathies compared to less strenuous jobs such as 

shop assistants and construction foremen (Roto & Kivi, 1984, Viikari-Juntura et al., 1991 

McCormack et al., 1990). In athletes, those who participate in sports such as tennis and 

volleyball present greater incidents of overuse injuries (Jarvinen, 1992).  

Overuse injuries are characterized by soreness, pain and reduced joint range of 

motion (Jozsa and Kannus, 1997a). Tendon biopsies provide clues as to the changes in 

tendon tissues related to tendinosis. Findings from histological studies of injured tendons 

are consistent with degenerative changes and include collagen disorientation, 

disorganization and fiber separation, regions of increased cellularity, neovascularization 

and focal necrosis (Astrom and Rausing, 1995, Jarvinen, et al., 1997, Jozsa and Kannus, 

1997b, Kraushaar and Nirschl, 1999). Biochemical analyses have shown several matrix 

proteins including matrix metalloproteinases (Riley, et al., 2002, Ireland, et al., 2001), 

type III collagen (Maffulli, et al., 2000) and vascular endothelial growth factor (Pufe et 

al., 2005) to be differentially regulated in such tendons as well. These findings suggest 

that some aspect of the degenerative process is cell mediated. 

Gene expression analysis is a useful method for examining cellular behavior. 

Gene expression changes in tendons and ligaments have been measured to study the 

effects of acute injury (Reno, et al. 1998, Boykiw, et al., 1998), stress deprivation 
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(Arnoczky, et al., 2004, Majima, et al., 2000) and repetitive loading (Perry, et al. 2005). 

 While various mechanisms regulate protein levels and enzyme activity within the 

cell and in the extracellular matrix, modulation of gene transcription is often a critical 

step in this process. In addition, mRNA quantification through real time RT-PCR has 

become relatively quick and easy compared to other methods of examining cellular 

behavior such as immunostaining, enzyme-linked immunosorbant assays (ELISA) and 

Western blot analysis.  

In order to examine the initial response of tendons to repetitive loads, our 

laboratory has developed an in vivo model for the tendinopathy, epicondylitis. This 

model has demonstrated increased size and density of microtears (Nakama et al., 2005) as 

well as greater density of cells staining for vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 

and connective tissue growth factor (CTGF) (Nakama et al., 2006) in repetitively loaded 

tendons compared with unloaded controls. These results provide evidence of early 

microstructural changes along with a cellular response to cyclical loading.  

This study uses the same animal model but evaluates changes in mRNA 

expression levels of several matrix molecules in both the proximal and distal FDP tendon.  

The expression of VEGF, CTGF, collagenase-1 (MMP-1), stromelysin-1 (MMP-3), 

interlukin-1β (IL-1β), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), type III collagen (COL-3) and 

fibronectin (FBRN) are measured.  These genes are involved in tendon development, 

remodeling or wound healing (Jozsa and Kannus, 1997a, Matrisen, 1990, Yang et al., 

2005, Archambault et al., 2002).  Many of them have also been found in tendinopathic 

tissues (Riley et al., 2002, Ireland et al., 2001, Mafulli et al., 2000) indicating they may 

be involved in the degenerative process as well. We hypothesize that a prolonged 
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duration of repetitive in vivo loading of tendon will lead to an increase in the expression 

of these genes. Determining whether their expression is modulated with long-term 

repetitive loading may help identify the proteins that play a possible role in the 

development of tendinopathies. 

2.2 Methods 
 
 The protocol of the animal loading model was described previously (Nakama et 

al., 2005) and were approved by the institutional IACUC. Briefly, under general 

anesthesia, the flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) muscle in the left forepaw of 12 female 

New Zealand White rabbits was electrically stimulated by needle electrodes.  A brass 

glove was placed over digit three of the stimulated limb and connected to a load cell in 

order to measure digit flexion force. The stimulation train was adjusted to maintain a 

peak flexion force of 0.42 N. Animals were subjected to 1 Hz repetitive loading for 2 

hours per day, 3 days a week for 80 hours of cumulative loading. The right forepaw was 

not stimulated and was used as the control limb. This protocol was within the range of 

that experienced by workers who perform repetitive tasks (National Research Council, 

2005). 

After 80 cumulative hours of loading, the animals were weighed (3.76 +/- 0.29 

kg) and euthanized. Examinations of the paw, forearm and elbow revealed no tenderness, 

limping, swelling, limitations in range of motion or reduction in flexion strength. 

Evaluation of the subcutaneous area at the stimulation needle insertion site revealed 

minimal scar tissue that did not extend to the distal or proximal FDP tendon. A 5 mm 

section of the distal FDP tendon approximately 8 mm from the myotendinous junction 

was harvested from the right and left forepaws of each animal. A 4 mm section of the 
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proximal FDP, cut directly at the origin was harvested from 8 animals.  Samples were 

snap frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after harvest and stored at -70 oC until 

processed. 

 Frozen tissue was powdered using a Braun Dismembrator (B. Braun Biotech Inc., 

Allentown, Pa.) and total RNA was extracted using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA) following the manufacturers protocol. After extraction, RNA was 

quantified using the Ribogreen assay (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and treated with 

amplification grade DNase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). 500 ng of the treated RNA was 

reverse transcribed (Taqman Reverse Transcription Reagents, Applied Biosystems, 

Foster City, CA) to cDNA for PCR analysis. Relative quantification was done by real 

time PCR (ABI-Prism 7000 Sequence Detection System) using Applied Biosystem’s 

SYBR Green master mix.  Oligonucleotide sequences for the genes of interest were 

obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information website 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Primer sets were designed from the sequences using 

Applied Biosystem’s Primer Express software V2 (Table 2.1). PCR reactions were 

carried out on a 96-well plate in a 25 µl total volume. Each well contained 12.5 µl SYBR 

green master mix, 5 µl of template cDNA, 6.5 µl H2O, 200 nM forward primer and 200 

nM reverse primer. After an initial incubation for 2 minutes at 50 oC and 10 minutes at 90 

oC, 40 reaction cycles were run at 95 oC for 15 seconds and 60 oC for 1 minute. 

Following the PCR cycles, a dissociation curve was obtained for each reaction. Reactions 

were run in duplicate. 

Expression values for each gene were measured relative to a standard curve of 

four 10 fold serial dilutions; the internal control was 18s. Expression levels measured in 
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the loaded tendon samples were normalized to levels in the contra lateral control samples. 

The ratio was then log transformed in order to normalize the distribution and means were 

compared to 0 using a one sample t-test to determine if loading had a significant effect on 

expression. Values are presented as the exponent of the mean log transformed ratios.  

2.3 Results  
 

 Mean 18s rRNA expression levels in distal loaded and control tendon sections 

were 104.2 (±17.8) and 109.0 (±26.2), respectively. These values were not significantly 

different (p>0.55). 18s expression levels for proximal tendon were also not significantly 

different (p>0.88) between loaded (186.4 (±171.7)) and control (180 (±86.4)) sections. 

Expression levels for each of the eight genes of interest examined in the distal FDP 

tendon were not significantly different between loaded and control limbs (Table 2.2). 

MMP-1 mRNA was undetectable in 3 of the 12 control limb samples. In these cases, 

threshold was set at 40 cycles, the total number of thermal cycles run. Expression levels 

of the six genes of interest examined in the proximal FDP tendon were not significantly 

different between loaded and control limbs (Table 2.2). MMP-1 mRNA was undetectable 

in one of the loaded tendon samples. Again, the threshold for this sample was set at 40 

cycles. 

2.4 Discussion 
 
 We examined the effect of repetitive loading, using an in vivo tendinopathy 

model, on the expression of various genes associated with tendon degradation. Contrary 

to our hypothesis, eighty cumulative hours of repetitive loading did not lead to significant 
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changes in mRNA expression levels of any of the evaluated genes in the distal or 

proximal FDP tendon compared to the contra lateral unloaded limb.  

The results were unexpected since our model already demonstrated an increase in 

the density and size of microtears in the loaded tendon (Nakama et al., 2005) as well as 

an increase in the density of cells staining for VEGF and CTGF (Nakama et al., 2006). A 

possible reason for the different findings may have to do with the differences in the 

regions of the tendons examined.  In the Nakama et al., 2006 study, differences in VEGF 

and CTGF staining cell densities, using immunohistochemistry, were measured in 6 

regions in the tendon, no more than 1.5 mm distal to the enthesis, with each region 

measuring 0.8mm2 in size.  In the present study, mRNA was extracted from the whole 

tendon tissue which was approximately 4 mm long. Repetitive loading may have resulted 

in changes in small regional areas of the tendon that were diluted and therefore not 

detectable when evaluating the whole sample. By evaluating the whole sample, more 

localized changes may have gone undetected.  If so, in situ hybridization may be the 

more appropriate method of identifying local changes in gene expression.  

Another possible reason for the discrepancy between changes in mRNA and 

protein levels may be due to different protein regulatory mechanisms.  Such discrepancy 

has been documented for VEGF in rat (Birot et al., 2004) and fetal sheep (Gilbert et al., 

2005) hearts. Gene transcription is often a critical step in regulating protein levels; 

however, several other mechanisms exist for regulating proteins including translational 

efficiency, protein turnover rates, post-translational activation and inhibitory proteins. 

Differences in translational efficiencies and turnover rates could account for the discord 

between mRNA and protein levels.   
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While changes due to loading occurred at the epicondyle on the microscopic and 

cellular level in this model, clinical findings were not significant. Tenderness, limited 

range of motion or inflammation was not found in the loaded limb.  In a rabbit model 

with some similarity to ours, Archambault et al., 2001 repetitively loaded the Achilles 

tendon 2 hours per day, 3 times a week for 11 weeks. The results of their study were also 

sub-clinical, finding no changes due to loading in the gross morphology of the tissue, its 

water content or cellularity. They suggested the loading protocol did not exceed the 

tendons capacity for repair.   

Previous in vivo models have demonstrated that repetitive loading over prolonged 

periods can lead to significant changes in mRNA expression.  In a rat model, altered 

levels of COX-2, VEGF (Perry et al., 2005) and various NOS isoform (Szomor et al., 

2006) mRNA levels were found in the supraspinatus tendon of rats exposed to treadmill 

running for 16 weeks. Exposure to treadmill running however is likely to result in greater 

loads to the supraspinatus tendon compared to the loads used in our model. The 

difference in exposure as well as other differences such as species, tendon and genes 

examined may account for the different findings.  

2.5 Conclusions 
 
 This study found no significant changes in mRNA expression levels, as measured 

by quantitative RT-PCR, for matrix inflammatory and degradative genes in tendons 

subjected to 80 cumulative hours of repetitive loading compared to contra lateral 

controls. Since this animal model has demonstrated changes in protein levels, the results 

of this study raise questions about the value of RT-PCR for examining the effects of 

repetitive loading of tendons over prolonged periods of time in an in vivo model.  RT-
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PCR is a sensitive method for examining changes in mRNA expression but if changes are 

small or very localized, detecting differences becomes difficult and important changes 

may be missed. Future studies should consider use of in situ hybridization or other 

methods to identify regional changes in gene expression in tendon. 
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Genes Gene Name Primer Sequences (forward/reverse) Accession 

Number 

5'-AGTGCGGGTCATAAGCTTGC-3' 18s 18s rRNA 

5'-GGTGTGTACAAAGGGCAGGG-3' 

X00640 

5'-TGCCCACCGAGGAGTTCA-3’ VEGF Vascular 

Endothelial Growth 

Factor 

5'-TGGCCCTGGTGAGGTTTG-3' 

AF022179 

 

5'-TCCCGAGGAGGGTCAAACT-3' CTGF Connective Tissue 

Growth Factor 5'-GTCCTTGGGCTCATCACACA-3' 

AB217855 

 

5'-AGGAGCCTTCCCAAGAGGAA-3' MMP-I Matrix 

Metalloproteinase-

1 
5'-CTTGTCTCTTGCATATCAGGATGATG-3' 

M25663 

5'-AGCCAATGGAAATGAAAACTCTTC-3' MMP-3 Matrix 

Metalloproteinase-

3 

5'-CCAGTGGATAGGCTGAGCAAA-3' 

M25664 

 

5'-CCTGAAGCCCCAGCAGAAA-3' COL-3 Type III Collagen 

5'-AACAGAAATTTAGTTGGTCACTTGTACTG-3' 

S83371 

 

5'-AAGACCGGACCAATGAAAGAAA-3' FBRN Fibronectin 

5'-CACCATGAGTCCTGACACAACA-3' 

AF135404 

 

5'-TCCAGACGAGGGCATCCA-3' IL-1β Interlukin-1β 

5'-CTGCCGGAAGCTCTTGTTG-3' 

D21835 

5'-CACGCAGGTGGAGATGATCTAC-3' COX-2 Cyclooxygenase-2 

5'-TTCCTGGCCCACAGCAAA-3' 

U97696 

Table 2.1. Primer sequences used for real-time PCR analysis. Abbreviations 
and gene names, primer sequences and Genebank accession number are presented. 
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Gene 

Distal FDP 

Mean (±SD) 

(n=12) 

p 

value
 

Proximal FDP 

Mean (±SD) (n=8) 

p 

value 

VEGF 1.16 (0.70) 0.30  0.93 (0.63) 0.80 

CTGF 1.10 (0.61) 0.25  1.09 (0.34) 0.48 

MMP-1 1.14 (2.92) 0.77  0.97 (0.76) 0.93 

MMP-3 1.20 (0.67) 0.34  1.69 (1.63) 0.11 

COL-III 0.94 (0.53) 0.74  0.63 (0.64) 0.42 

FRBN 0.96 (0.22) 0.79  0.87 (0.62) 0.57 

IL-1β 1.06 (0.45)+ 0.78  N/A N/A 

COX-2 0.99 (0.41)+ 0.97  N/A N/A 

 

Table 2.2. Gene expression ratios. Mean (±SD) gene expression 
ratios between loaded and control tendon sections of the distal and 
proximal flexor digitorum profundus tendon A value of 1 indicates 
no difference between load and control. p values indicate the 
probability of mean ratio being significantly different than 1. (+n=8 
for IL-1b and COX-2).  
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Chapter III: 

In vitro system for applying cyclic loads to connective tissues under 
displacement or force control 
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Abstract  
 
Overuse is thought to be the primary cause of chronic tendon injuries, in which forceful, 

repetitive loading results in an accumulation of micro-tears leading to a maladaptive 

repair response. In vitro organ culture models provide a useful method for examining 

how specific loading patterns affect the cellular response to load which may explain the 

early mechanisms of tissue injury associated with tendinopathies and ligament injuries. 

We designed a novel tissue loading system which employs closed-loop force feedback, 

capable of loading six tendons independently under force or displacement control. The 

system was capable of applying loads up to 40 N at rates of 100 Ns-1 and frequencies of 2 

Hz, well above loads and rates measured in rabbit tendons in vivo. Loading parameters 

such as amplitude, rate and frequency can be controlled while biomechanical factors such 

as creep, force relaxation and modulus can be monitored. The system can be used to 

examine the relationship between each loading parameter, biomechanical factors and the 

cellular response which may provide useful information regarding the etiology of overuse 

injuries. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Tendon injuries due to repetitive loading are a significant problem for workers 

and athletes, accounting for nearly half of all occupational illnesses in the United States 

(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2002) and 30-50% of all sports related injuries (Kannus, 

1997). Overuse is thought to be the primary cause of such injuries, in which forceful, 

repetitive loading results in an accumulation of micro-tears leading to a maladaptive 

repair response (Archambault et al., 1995, Leadbetter, 1992, NRC, 2001 ).  

Studies using in vivo models have been able to cause overuse-like injuries in 

rabbits (Nakama et al., 2005), and rats (Barbe et al., 2003, Perry et al., 2005) allowing a 

better understanding of the degenerative process.  These models, however, are limited in 

their ability to control specific loading parameters such as strain, stress, loading rates and 

frequency. Other studies using cell cultures seeded on flexible membranes have provided 

useful information regarding the effects of mechanical stimulation on connective tissue 

cells (Banes et al., 1999, Wang et al., 2003, Li et al., 2004) but are limited because they 

may exclude interactions between adjacent cells and between cells and the matrix that 

occur in a tendon or ligament in vivo.  In vitro organ culture models are an appealing 

alternative, allowing precise control over various loading parameters while maintaining 

the interactions between cells and the surrounding matrix.  

 Previous in vitro organ culture models have measured the effects of cyclic loading 

on factors such as morphology, cellularity and collagen orientation (Hannafin et al., 

1995) as well as DNA and protein synthesis (Banes et al., 1999, Slack et al., 1984). More 

recent studies have examined the effects of loading on gene expression (Arnoczky et al., 

2004, Lavignino et al., 2003).  While these studies demonstrate the feasibility and value 
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of in vitro organ culture models, most applied low loads at low frequencies, limiting their 

ability to study loading patterns associated with overuse injuries. Most models also 

employed displacement control making it difficult to account for factors such as force 

relaxation and creep; factors which may be associated with overuse (Armstrong et al., 

1987). 

We designed a novel tissue loading system which employs closed-loop force 

feedback, capable of loading six tendons independently under force or displacement 

control. By using closed loop force feedback we can account for factors such as creep and 

force relaxation. The system can control specific load parameters such as peak strain, 

peak stress, strain rate, stress development rate, loading frequency, loading rate and 

force-time integral. Measuring the effects of these loading parameters on connective 

tissues can provide valuable insight into the mechanical behavior and cellular response to 

loading which may explain the early mechanisms of tissue injury associated with 

tendinopathies. In this paper we describe and validate the system. We also load tendons 

under force and displacement control to determine the ability of the system to affect and 

monitor mechanical properties of tendons exposed to cyclic loads.  

3.2 Methods 
 

3.2.a In vitro tendon loading system  
 

The loading system (Figure 3.1) consists of 6 independently controlled high 

precision lead-screw actuators (PM500-1A, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA).  These 

actuators are connected to a controller (PM500-C, Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA) that 

interfaces with a personal computer by General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). Using 
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Labview software (V 6.2, National Instruments, Austin, TX), commands can be sent to 

each actuator independently to control the displacement of a rod with a total travel of 25 

mm. Attached in series to each rod is a compact load cell (ELPS-T2E-10L, Entran 

Devices Inc., Fairfield, NJ), whose output is amplified (PS-A, Entran Devices Inc., 

Fairfield, NJ), digitized (NI-DAQ, PCI-6052E, National Instruments, Austin, TX), and 

input to a PC. In series with each load cell is a stainless steel bar at the end of which is a 

ridged clamp. Attached to the base of the actuator is a second parallel stainless steel bar 

with a clamp which extends further than the first clamp. This clamp is held stationary 

while the clamp connected to the load cell is moved by the actuator. Tendons are secured 

in the clamps by stainless steel screws tightened to 1 N-m. The actuators are fixed to a 

support which allows the clamps and tendons to be suspended in 50 ml tubes which can 

be filled with media or saline solution. The tubes are submerged in a 20 L water bath and 

temperature is maintained at 37oC by an immersion circulator (Isotemp* Immersion 

Circulators Analog Model 2100, Fisher Scientific).  

Five known loads (range = 0 – 40 N) were suspended from each load cell to 

determine the correlation between load and voltage output.  Force measurements over a 

14 hour period were collected and used to estimate drift.  

Tendons loaded to failure initially failed at or near the distal clamp, indicating 

failure was due to stress concentrations at the clamp site. Consequently, a new method for 

clamping tendons was developed.  The fibrocartilage zone of the tendon (Region B/C 

according to Okuda et al., 1987) was secured in the proximal clamp while the distal 

clamp was padded with sterile gauze before securing the distal end of the tendon. In a 
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preliminary study, tendons which were secured in the clamps with this method failed at 

the mid-substance rather than at the clamps when loaded to failure. 

3.2.b Control Software  
 
 For displacement control loading, Labview software supplied with the controller 

was used to issue position and velocity commands to each actuator.  These position 

commands allowed precise displacements to be applied to tissues secured between the 

clamps. Strain and strain rates were calculated from tissue gauge length and the applied 

displacements and velocities. 

To load tissues under force control, a custom Labview program was written using 

force and force rate feedback to apply proportional gain, force control cyclic loading. The 

software allows the peak and trough force as well as the peak force rate to be controlled 

individually for each actuator. Briefly; a velocity command was issued to each actuator. 

Next, a position command to increase displacement, thereby increasing force, of the 

tissue secured in the clamps was issued followed by a position command to decrease 

displacement of the tissue.  This constituted one cycle of load. During the movement, 

force data was collected at 200 Hz. Data processing identified the maximum and 

minimum forces as well as the peak rate of force increase. These values were compared 

to the values set as the target by the user and incremental new values for velocity and 

position were issued to the actuator. In this way position and velocity were adjusted after 

each cycle in order to apply the desired forces at the desired force rates.  Stress and stress 

rate were calculated from tissue cross sectional area and the applied forces and force 

rates.   
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3.2.c Mid-substance Strain  
 

Previous studies have concluded that clamped tendons exhibit uneven strain 

distribution along the length of the tendon (Zernicke et al., 1984). To examine the 

relationship between clamp-to-clamp strain and mid-substance strain in our system, strain 

distribution along tendon length was determined optically and compared to the applied 

clamp-to-clamp strain. 

Eight tendons were positioned in the clamps of the loading apparatus, immersed 

in saline solution, and preconditioned to 5% strain with 1000 cycles at 0.75 Hz. The 

gauge length was defined the length of the tendon under a 0.5 N load. Small dots were 

applied at equal intervals to the tendon using an insect pin and tattoo ink. A DC-330 

camera attached to a dissecting microscope was used to acquire images of each region 

between two consecutive dots at applied clamp-to-clamp strains of 1%, 3% and 5% 

(resolution of 0.0023 mm). The distance between the centroids of two marks on each 

image was determined with SCION Image (SCION, Frederick, Maryland). Local tendon 

strain values were calculated for two tissue segments located in the middle of the loaded 

tendon. The proximal region was located 4 mm away from the stationary bottom clamp 

and consisted of a 4 mm long segment that experiences tensile loads in vivo. The distal 

region consisted of the adjacent 4 mm of tendon and contained a small fibrocartilagenous 

zone. The effect of tendon region (proximal vs. distal) and magnitude of clamp-to-clamp 

strain (1%, 3%, 5%) on the ratio of tendon to clamp strain was examined with a two-

factor repeated analysis of variance. 

3.2.d Tendon Loading 
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Two loading tests were conducted to determine the ability of the system to affect 

and monitor mechanical properties of tendons exposed to cyclic loads.   

In the first test, tendons were cyclically loaded to 1% or 5% strain under 

displacement control.  Young’s modulus and force relaxation were measured to 

determine how these properties were affected by peak strain.  Sixteen flexor profundus 

tendons, approximately 45 mm in length, were harvested from the hind paws of 8 New 

Zealand White rabbits. The tendons were secured in the clamps and gauge length was 

defined as the length of the tendon under a 0.5 N load. Under this load, width and 

thickness of the tendons were measured using a light microscope and the cross sectional 

area (CSA) was calculated by assuming it to be elliptical. Tendons were preconditioned 

by loading to 3% strain for 1000 cycles. After preconditioning, gauge length was 

reassessed and tendons were then cyclically loaded to a 1% or 5% peak clamp-to-clamp 

strain for 24 hours (86,400 cycles). Loading was applied using a saw-tooth wave form at 

1 Hz with a 50% duty cycle and 20% per second strain rate. All loading was done with 

tendons submerged in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium and maintained at 37oC. The 

Young’s modulus, defined as the slope of the linear portion of the stress strain curve, was 

measured before and after loading, stress at peak and trough strain was measured for 

every cycle.  

For the second test, eighteen tendons were cyclically loaded between 4 and 6 MPa 

or 1 and 9 MPa under force control.  These loads were selected to compare tendons 

loaded to different peak stresses with equal force-time integrals. Tangent modulus and 

residual strain were monitored to determine how these parameters were affected by peak 

stress.  Eighteen flexor profundus tendons, each approximately 45 mm in length, were 
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harvested from the hind paws of 3 New Zealand White rabbits. Before each tendon was 

secured in the clamps, cross sectional area was measured using a load applied micrometer 

(Electronic Digital Thickness Gauge, Suncoast Precision Tools, Largo, FL) applying a 

0.05 MPa load for 30 seconds (resolution = 0.013 mm2). Three tendons from each rabbit 

were cyclically loaded between 4 and 6 MPa or 1 and 9 MPa for 4 hours at 20 MPa s-1 at 

1Hz with a 50% duty cycle.  All loading was done with tendons submerged in PBS and 

maintained at 37oC. At time 0 and every 15 minutes thereafter, gauge length and tangent 

modulus were calculated. Gauge length was defined as the length of the tendon with a 0.5 

N load applied. Tangent modulus was determined by applying a 3.5% strain to each 

tendon and measuring the resulting stress.  Residual strain was defined as the percent 

change in gauge length from time 0. 

3.3 Results 
 

3.3.a In vitro loading system 
 
The linear calibration fit for the six load cells had an average correlation value of 0.995. 

Drift in output did not exceeded more than 0.25 N over a 14 hr period. The maximum 

variation in force readings was 0.1 N. 

3.3.b Control Software  
 
Dynamic loading tests demonstrate that the system is capable of cyclically loading 

tendons independently at a range of loads between 1 and 40 N, using loading rates up to 

100 N s-1 (Figures 3.2 A-D).   The system can also load tendons at frequencies up to 2 

Hz. Over 900 cycles, with a target peak load of 9.98 N and loading rate of 66.56 N s-1, 

actual peak load and loading rate were 9.99(0.08) N and 66.57(1.08) N s-1, respectively. 
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3.3.c Strain  
 

The mean tendon strain at the mid-substance of tendons tested in our organ 

culture loading system is 32(12) % of the applied clamp-to-clamp strain (Figure 3.3).  A 

two-factor analysis of variance indicates that this ratio does not depend on the region or 

on the amount of clamp-to-clamp strain applied.  

3.3.d Tendon Loading 
 

Tendons loaded under displacement control did not fail after 24 hours of cyclic 

load. Maximum stress for tendons loaded to 1% peak strain dropped from 1.85(5.7) MPa 

to 0.70(0.31) MPa and those loaded to 5% peak strain dropped from 8.96(2.03) MPa to 

2.48(1.04) MPa. Stress relaxation was significantly greater for tendons loaded to 5% peak 

strain (Figure 3.4). Cyclic loading to either 1% or 5% peak strain significantly increased 

the Young’s modulus of the tendons, with 5 % strain producing a significantly greater 

increase (Figure 3.4).  

Cyclic loading under force control led to failure of tendons in both loading 

groups.   While loading to a peak stress of 9 MPa led to a faster increase in residual strain 

(Figure 3.5) and failed earlier, final residual strain before failure was not significantly 

different between loading groups.  Cyclic loading led to an initial increase followed by a 

decrease in tangent modulus until failure in both loading groups (Figure 3.6). This 

occurred faster in tendons loaded to a peak stress of 9 MPa. 

3.4 Discussion  
 
 This paper describes an in vitro tissue loading system capable of simultaneously 

applying specific, different loading patterns to six tissues under force or displacement 
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control. Loading parameters such as amplitude, rate and frequency can be controlled 

while biomechanical factors such as creep, force relaxation and modulus can be 

monitored. The system can be used to examine the relationship between each loading 

parameter, biomechanical factors and the cellular response which may provide useful 

information regarding the etiology of overuse injuries. 

Loading patterns were applied to rabbit flexor tendons with a maximum load of 

40 N at 100 N s-1 and frequencies up to 2 Hz. For the samples examined in our lab, where 

the average tendon cross sectional area was 1.32 mm2, these loads translate to a peak 

stress of 30.3 MPa at a rate of 75.8 MPa s-1. In vivo tendon force measurement studies 

report mean stresses of 6.7-12.8 MPa and rates of 16.7-26.0 MPa s-1 in rabbit flexor 

(Malaviya et al., 1995), Achilles (West et al., 2003), and patellar tendons (Juncosa et al., 

2003). By selecting tendons with cross sectional areas below 3mm2 (40/3 = 13.3 MPa) 

such as the rabbit flexor tendons, the system can be used to apply loads within 

physiologic range and above in order to simulate exposures associated with overuse 

injuries.   

Mid-substance strain was approximately 30% of clamp-to-clamp strain, consistent 

with previously reported values of 28% and 40% (Zernick et al., 1985). In a recent study, 

Devkota and Weinhold, 2005 found that the relationship between mid-substance strain 

and clamp-to-clamp strain changed with cyclical loading. In tendons loaded between 0.25 

MPa and 12 MPa the initial mid-substance strain was 65% of clamp-to-clamp strain. Four 

hours of cyclic load decreased the difference between strains to 85% and 24 hours of 

additional cyclic loading decreasing the difference to 95%. This suggests that the cause of 
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uneven strain distribution is transient, and disappears after 24 hours, possibly due to 

settling of the tendon in the clamps, fiber recruitment or fiber alignment.   

Cyclic loading to 1% or 5% peak strain did not result in tendon failure; however a 

significant amount of force relaxation occurred after 24 hours.  The increase in tangent 

modulus indicates that the decrease in stress is not due to a decrease in tendon strength, 

but rather an accumulation of residual strain. This increase in residual strain could be 

caused by fiber straightening, sliding, or ruptures (Screen et al., 2004), changes which are 

likely to alter the mechanical environment of cells within the tendon. The mechanical 

response of tendons has been well characterized at various strains (Screen et al., 2004, 

Wang et al., 2006). Crimped fibers are straightened under a 2 - 4% strain, while 

microdamage may occur with 4 -8% strain. Strains of 12 - 14% can result in complete 

rupture. Loading tendons under strain control with the in vitro system will allow us to 

examine the cellular response to such strains.  

Cyclic loading under force control initially resulted in an increase in tangent 

modulus followed by a decrease and ultimately failure for tendons in either loading 

group.  The initial increase in tangent modulus with load has been previously documented 

in tendons (Torp et al., 1975) and ligaments (Thornton et al., 2002) while studies that 

loaded tendons to failure found a similar decrease in modulus with aggressive loading 

(Wang and Ker, 1995, Wren et al., 2001).  The changes in modulus demonstrate that the 

system can be used to produce and measure different levels of damage in tendons through 

cyclic load. Examining the cellular response to such damage may help identify exposure 

thresholds and biomarkers of injury. 
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A unique feature of our system is its ability to load tendons under force or 

displacement control while precisely controlling and measuring several parameters. 

Because the system uses force feedback it is able to adjust the applied position and 

velocity to achieve the desired stress and stress rates.  This allows us to examine the 

effects of creep, changes in modulus and force relaxation as well as reduce the problem 

of grip slippage, if any. Another advantage of our system is that it can independently load 

6 tendons simultaneously. This allows for repeated measures experiments to be run, 

increasing the power of our experiments while reducing the number of animals required. 

A limitation to the system is the inability to routinely measure mid-substance 

strain during cyclic loading.  While markers could be placed in the center portion of the 

tendon, as was done to examine the relationship between clamp-to-clamp strain and mid-

substance strain, the tendons need to be removed from the media in order to make these 

optical measurements. A possible alternative is using an LVDT that inserts directly into 

the mid-substance region of the tendon.  A second limitation is that the system is unable 

to load tendons at different frequencies simultaneously. 

3.5 Conclusion 
 

We have designed an in vitro tissue loading system capable of applying 

independently controlled loads under force or displacement control simultaneously to six 

tendon samples. This system allows us to subject viable tissues from the same animal to 

various loading conditions and examine the effect of these loads on cellular behavior. 

Ultimately, the system may lead to an improved understanding of how different loading 

parameters such as peak stress, stress rate or duty cycle, affects the initial cellular 
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response to repetitive load. This knowledge may lead to the development of more 

effective prevention and treatment methods. 
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Figure 3.1. Image of three of the six actuators of the loading 
system. Letters identify system components. Water bath not shown. A-
Ultra-precision actuator (accuracy ≈ 0.75 µm; speed range: 0.02 µm – 
25 mm s-1) B - Load cell (accuracy ≈ 0.1 N; force range: ±50 N) C- 
Ridged clamps D- Close up side view of ridged clamps E - Tube with 
saline or media  
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Figure 3.2. Various loading patterns applied to tendons. A) Four 
patterns with different peak forces: 5-10 N, 5-20 N, 5-30 N and 5-40 N 
at 40 N s-1, 0.25 Hz with a 50% duty cycle. B) Three loading patterns 
with different loading rates (15 N s-1, 25 N s-1 and100 N s-1) but equal 
peak loads (5-20 N), frequency (0.25Hz) and duty cycle (50%). C) 
Three loading patterns with loading frequencies of 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz and 2 
Hz but equal peak loads (5-10 N, curves have been displaced along the 
Y axis for clarity) at 50 N s-1 with a 50% duty cycle. D) Two loading 
patters with different peak and trough loads (1-9 N, 4-6 N) but equal 
mean load (5 N), loading rate (20 N s-1) and force-time integral (5 N-s).
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Figure 3.3. Mean mid-substance tendon strains and strain ratios 
with clamp-to-clamp strains of 1, 3 and 5%. The mid-substance to 
clamp-to-clamp strain ratio is similar (0.32+/- 0.12) across peak clamp-
to-clamp strains. Values are presented for the proximal and distal 
zones, as well as those for the entire 8mm region. Error bars are 1 SD 
(n = 8) 
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Figure 3.4.  Stress relaxation and modulus change after 24 hours of 
cyclic loading under strain control. Peak stresses decreased to 39% 
and 28% of their initial value in tendons cyclically loaded to a peak 
strain of 1 or 5%, respectively. The same loading patterns led to 
increases of 154% and 272% in the Young’s modulus.  Error bars = 1 
SD, + indicates significant difference compared to initial values, * 
indicates significant difference compared to 1% peak strain, n=8.  
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Figure 3.5.  Residual strain due to cyclic loading. Tendons were 
loaded between 4 and 6 MPa (solid line) and between 1 and 9 MPa 
(dashed line). Error bars are 1 SD, * indicates significant difference in 
residual strain between loading groups (n=9, n=8 at 90 min time point 
for 1-9 MPa loading group). 
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Figure 3.6.  Tangent modulus throughout cyclic loading. Tendons 
loaded between 4 and 6 MPa (solid line) and between 1 and 9 MPa 
(dashed line). Error bars are 1 SD, * indicates significant difference in 
residual strain between loading groups (n=9, n=8 at 90 min time point 
for 1-9 MPa loading group). 
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Chapter IV:  

MMP-1, IL-1β and COX-2 mRNA Expression is Modulated by Static 
Load in Rabbit Flexor Tendons 
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Abstract 
 

Tendon cells respond to their mechanical environment by synthesizing and degrading the 

surrounding matrix in order to regulate loads transmitted to the cells. This study 

examined how expression of genes associated with tendon degeneration is affected by 

higher static loads. Forty flexor tendons from ten New Zealand White rabbits were 

harvested and secured in a tissue loading system. A static load of 0 MPa, 2 MPa, 4 MPa 

or 6 MPa was applied to tendons for 20 hours.  MMP-1, IL-1β, COX-2, GAPDH and 18s 

mRNA expression was measured by qRT-PCR. MMP-1 expression in tendons loaded to 

6 MPa was significantly increased 259% compared to tendons loaded to 4 MPa. Relative 

to static loading, IL-1β expression was inhibited with load, significantly at 4 MPa (48%) 

while COX-2 expression was increased, significantly at 6 MPa (219%). A polynomial 

regression analysis found a significant correlation between creep and expression of 

MMP-1 (R2 = 0.53, p<0.01) and IL-1β (R2=0.55, p<0.01). The results of this study 

indicate that moderate loads inhibits IL-1 β and high loads stimulate COX-2 relative to 

stress shielding while MMP-1 expression is up-regulated with high loads compared to 

moderate loads. The correlation between creep and expression suggests that the pathway 

for MMP-1 and IL-1β expression, leading eventually to tendon degeneration, may be 

regulated by the biomechanical factor creep.  
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4.1 Introduction 
 

Tendon overuse injuries are characterized by soreness, pain, and limited range of 

motion (Jozsa and Kannus, 1997). These injuries are slow to heal, difficult to treat and 

often recurrent.    Tendon cells, like other connective tissue cells, respond to their 

mechanical environment by synthesizing and degrading their surrounding matrix in order 

to regulate loads perceived by the cells (Banes et al., 1995). A careful balance is required 

to ensure matrix degradation does not result in a reduction of strength below the 

functional demands of the tendon. Tendon overuse injuries are thought to develop when 

excessive loading leads to an accumulation of microdamage and elicits a maladaptive 

cellular response (Archambault et al., 1995).  

Further research is necessary to determine what constitutes excessive loading and 

which genes may be involved in a maladaptive response. Previous cell culture models 

have demonstrated mechanical loading up-regulates expression of collagenase (MMP-1), 

interlukin-1β (IL-1β) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) (Archambault et al., 2002, Tsuzaki 

et al. 2003a, Yang et al. 2005). It is difficult, however, to relate the strains applied to cell 

surface substrate to those that cells would experience in vivo.  In addition, cell culture 

models eliminate possible cell to cell and cell matrix interactions.  

A few recent studies have examined the effects of mechanical load on gene 

expression in tendon explants.  Lavagnino et al., 2003 demonstrated that collagenase 

expression was inhibited with cyclic loads while Arnoczky et al., 2004 found similar 

results with static loading.  While these studies reveal a mechanotransduction pathway 

for MMP-1 expression, the loads applied in these studies were relatively low limiting 

their contribution to understanding overuse injuries. 
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In this study we examine the effect of sustained static loads, within a physiologic 

range, on the expression of collagenase (MMP-1), interlukin-1β (IL-1β) and 

cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), genes associated with matrix remodeling and degeneration 

(Ireland et al., 2001, Riley et al., 2002).  We also examine the role creep may have on the 

expression of these genes.  Mechanical tensile tests have found creep damage contributes 

significantly to tendon failure (Wang and Ker, 1995, Wren et al., 2001) and has been 

suggested as a possible mechanism in the development of overuse injuries (Goldstein et 

al., 1987). Studying how static loads and creep affect the expression of these cytokines 

and proteases may improve our understanding of the etiology of tendon overuse injuries. 

4.2 Methods 
 

4.2.a Loading System 
A custom built tendon loading system, described in chapter 3, was used to 

simultaneously apply static loads to four tendons. Briefly, the loading system consisted of 

six independent actuators each applying a tensional load to a single tendon.  Tendons 

were held by two clamps. The position of the upper clamp was controlled by the actuator 

while the lower clamp was held stationary. Both clamps extended away from the actuator 

so the tendon could be fully submerged in media. A compact load cell, in series with the 

clamps continuously recorded tension applied to the tendon. Labview software V6.0 was 

used to control the actuators and collect data.  

4.2.b Tendons 
Forty flexor digitorum profundus tendons, approximately 40 mm in length, were 

harvested from the hind paws of 10 New Zealand White rabbits under sterile conditions. 

The rabbits were euthanized for a separate and unrelated study. Tendons were 
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immediately placed in CO2 Independent Media (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) with 10% 

FBS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 1% antibiotics (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and 100 

µg/ml of ascorbic acid (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).   

4.2.c Loading 
The cross-sectional area (CSA) of each tendon was measured with a load applied 

micrometer (Butler et al., 1984). Briefly, tendons were fit into a slot 1.3 mm wide. A 

plunger measuring 8 mm long and 1.3 mm wide was pressed down on the tendon with a 

50 g weight applying a constant pressure of 0.05 MPa for 30 seconds.  CSA was 

calculated from the measured tendon thickness and the width of the slot. Tendons were 

then removed from the micrometer and the fibrocartilage zone of the tendon (Region B/C 

according to Okuda et al. (1987)) was secured in the proximal clamp while the distal 

clamp was padded with sterile gauze before securing the distal end of the tendon. 

Tendons were preconditioned by loading from 1 MPa to 2 MPa for 20 cycles.  After 

preconditioning, tendons were loaded to 0 MPa (stress-shielded), 2 MPa, 4 MPa or 6 

MPa of static load for 20 hrs. Throughout loading, tendons were maintained submerged 

in supplemented media kept at 37oC. Clamp position was measured every 30 seconds 

(Figure 4.1). Gauge length was defined as the clamp-to-clamp tendon length under a 0.5 

N load after preconditioning. Initial strain was defined as the strain at the beginning of 

static load, while final strain was the resulting strain after 20 hours of static load. Creep 

was defined as the difference between initial and final strain. At the end of loading, 

tendons were released from the clamps and a 5 mm section of the tendon was cut, 

weighed and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. The 5 mm section was cut at least 3 mm 
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away from either clamp to avoid possible clamp effects. Sections were stored at -70oC 

until processed. 

4.2.d RNA Extractions 
 Total RNA was extracted from each tendon section using TRIzol Reagent 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). After extraction, RNA was quantified using the Ribogreen 

assay (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and treated with Amplification grade DNase 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). An aliquot of 500 ng was then reverse transcribed (Taqman 

Reverse Transcription Reagents, Applied Biosystems, Foster City, Ca) to cDNA.   

4.2.e Real Time PCR  
Expression levels of 18s, GAPDH, MMP-1, IL-1β and COX-2 were quantified by 

Real Time PCR (ABI-Prism 7000 Sequence Detection System) using Applied 

Biosystem’s SYBR Green master mix.  Oligonucleotide sequences for the genes of 

interest were obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information website 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). Primer sets (Table 4.1) were designed from the 

sequences using Applied Biosystem’s Primer Express software V2. Data was analyzed 

using the standard curve method (Applied Biosystems, ABI Prism 7700 SDS User 

Bulletin #2) with each 0 MPa loading samples selected as the calibrators.  

A RMANOVA test found GAPDH mRNA levels (mean (SD)) for tendons in the 

0 MPa (100%) loading group were significantly greater compared to tendons in the 4 

(50% (23)) and 6 (59% (23)) MPa loading groups.  A significant difference was also 

found between the 2 (94% (52)) and 4 MPa loading groups. No significant differences 

were found in 18s rRNA expression levels between any of the loading groups and 
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therefore, 18s was chosen as the internal control to normalize expression levels of the 

other genes of interest. 

4.2.f Statistics 
 Differences in means were compared by RMANOVA with a Tukey follow-up 

test. Gene expression values were log transformed to normalize their distribution before 

means were compared. A polynomial regression was used to examine correlations 

between creep and gene expression. All statistical analyses were performed with SAS 

(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and significance was taken as p<0.05. 

4.3 Results 
 

4.3.a Loading 
 One tendon was discarded because its strain curve showed creep was accelerating 

and failure was imminent.  This sample was not included in subsequent analysis. Mean 

initial strain increased significantly with each increase in load level (Figure 4.2). Initial 

strains ranged between 1.5% and 8.9%. Increased static load also lead to greater creep 

strain with a significant difference between the 6 MPa and 2 MPa loading groups 

(p=0.02). 

4.3.b Gene Expression 
 MMP-1 expression was 259% greater in tendons exposed to a 6 MPa compared to 

tendons exposed to a 4 MPa (p=0.02) (Figure 4.3). A similar trend was found in 

expression of IL-1β (161%, p=0.09) and COX-2 (158%, p=0.08) between these two 

loading groups. Static load reduced IL-1β expression compared to stress shielding with a 

4 MPa load producing a decrease of more that 48% (p<0.01). In contrast, static loading 
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resulted in an increase in COX-2 expression, with a 6 MPa load leading to a 219% 

increase (p<0.01) over stress-shielded tendons (Figure 4.3).  

A polynomial regression analysis found a significant correlation between creep 

and expression of MMP-1 (R2 = 0.53, p<0.01) and IL-1β (R2=0.55, p<0.01) (Figure 4.4).  

No correlation was found between creep and expression of COX-2. Regression analysis 

between load and expression found no significant correlations (R2 < 0.17) for any gene. 

4.4 Discussion 
 
 This study applied static loads to rabbit flexor tendons to examine the effects of 

increased static loads on the expression of genes associated with tendon degeneration. 

Relative to stress shielded tendons, MMP-1 expression was not significantly changed, IL-

1β expression was inhibited significantly at 4 MPa and COX-2 expression was up-

regulated significantly at 6 MPa. A 6 MPa load increased MMP-1 expression relative to a 

4 MPa load. Increased MMP-1 and IL-1β expression correlated with greater creep strain. 

Interlukin-1β  (IL-1β) is a powerful cytokine involved in many signal 

transduction pathways and plays a central role in inflammatory and immune responses 

(Bankers-Fulbright et al., 1996). Stimulation of bone resorption by osteoclasts, synthesis 

of acute phase response proteins by hepatocytes and collagenase production in connective 

tissue are among a few of the pathways IL-1β is involved in (Bankers-Fulbright et al., 

1996).  

This is the first study, to our knowledge, to report a decrease in IL-1β mRNA 

expression in tendon explants in response to static load.  Il-1β is known to induce the 

expression of other inflammatory mediators including MMP-1, stromelysin, and COX-2 
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(Archambault et al., 2002; Tsuzaki et al., 2003b; Yang et al., 2005). In vivo models have 

shown stress shielding induces over expression of IL-1β (Uchida et al., 2005), while cell 

culture models have reported cyclic strain up-regulates its mRNA expression (Tsuzaki et 

al., 2003a; Abiko et al., 1998).  Uchida et al. (2005) propose the hypothesis that 

mechanical force, either by excess or absence may induce the secretion of cytokines such 

as IL-1β stimulating enzyme production which may lead to cleavage of the collagen 

matrix. The findings in this study support this hypothesis.  IL-1β expression is greater in 

stress shielded tendons, relative to those exposed to moderate (4 MPa) loads. However, 

the inhibitory effect is not as great in tendons exposed to higher (6 MPa) loads.  

Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2), the inducible form of cyclooxygenase, is induced by 

physical stimulation or inflammatory mediators (Gilroy et al., 1998). Cyclooxygenases 

catalyze the conversion of arachidonic acid to prostoglandins, which are powerful 

mediators for pain and acute inflammation (Narumiya et al., 1999).  Prostoglandins are 

also thought to initiate repair and prolong the inflammatory reaction (Jozsa and Kannus, 

1997). Due to their effectiveness in reducing pain, COX-2 inhibitors are widely used to 

treat musculoskeletal conditions. 

Unlike IL-1β, no level of static loading decreased COX-2 expression.  Recent in 

vivo animal studies have shown that overuse (Perry et al., 2005) and rotator cuff tears 

(Koshima, 2007) increase COX-2 expression. Cell culture studies have identified strain 

levels which elicit an increase in COX-2 mRNA expression (Tsuzaki et al., 2003a; Wang 

et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2006).  Tsuzaki et al. (2003a) found that stretching tendon cells 

with 3.5% elongation at 1 Hz for 2 hours increased COX-2 expression nearly 300% 

compared to un-stretched controls.  Yang et al. (2005) demonstrated that 4% and 8% 
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cyclic stretching of human patellar fibroblasts stimulated COX-2 expression to 183% and 

288% respectively, compared to that of non-stretched cells.  The findings in this study 

demonstrate that extended static loads which exceed 6 MPa also stimulate COX-2 mRNA 

expression relative to unloaded controls. 

Interstitial collagenase (MMP-1) belongs to the matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 

family, a group of tightly regulated zinc dependent enzymes capable of degrading intact 

fibrilar collagen, proteoglycans and other extracellular matrix components (Matrisian, 

1990). MMP’s play a crucial role in the normal development, repair and remodeling of 

connective tissues. The failure to properly regulate these enzymes leading to improper or 

excess matrix degeneration is thought to play a role in the development of pathological 

conditions (Matrisian, 1990, Riley et al., 2002).   

The inhibition of MMP-1 expression in connective tissue due to mechanical load 

has been well documented (Majima et al., 2000, Arnoczky et al., 2004, Lavagnino et al., 

2003).  In this study however, a static load of 2 or 4 MPa did not lead to a statistically 

significant decrease in collagenase-1 expression.  In a study similar to ours, Arnoczky et 

al., 2004 measured MMP-1 expression in rat tail tendons statically loaded to 0, 0.16, 

0.77, 1.38 and 2.6 MPa for 24 hours. They found expression to decrease in a dose 

dependent manner. However, even at the highest load of 2.6 MPa, inhibition was 

incomplete, as seen in fresh controls. The authors suggest this may be due to an uneven 

distribution of load across the fibrils (Hanson et al., 2002), with the center fibrils not 

carrying enough load to completely inhibit MMP-1 expression.  In our study a greater 

number of center fibrils may have been under-stimulated by 2 and 4 MPa loads, resulting 
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in reduced MMP-1 inhibition, since rabbit flexor tendons have a greater cross sectional 

area than rat tail tendon fascicles.  

With greater load however, instead of reducing MMP-1 mRNA expression, a 6 

MPa load resulted in a significant increase in expression relative to a moderate 4 MPa 

load.  These results are contrary to the findings by Arnozcky et al., 2004 in which the 

highest load led to the lowest level of MMP-1 expression. The maximum load in their 

study was 2.6 MPa suggesting that at higher stresses, static load may begin to up-regulate 

MMP-1 expression. In a recent study Lavagnino et al., 2006 applied an average point 

load of 41 MPa with a corresponding strain of 13.2% to rat tail tendon fascicles in order 

to induce fibrilar damage. In situ hybridization found an increase in interstitial 

collagenase (MMP-13) expression in the cells localized near the damaged fibrils. They 

propose that the increase in expression is due to under-stimulation of the tendon cells as a 

result of the damaged fibrils no longer transferring load to the cells. Our study, however, 

exposed tendons to a maximum stress of 6 MPa resulting in average final strains of 9.0 

(2.2) % which were well below the stress and strains applied by Lavagnino et al., 2005 to 

produce partial tendon failure. In addition, loading histories showed no sudden drop in 

stress with increased strain, a sign of fibril rupture. This indicates that high sustained 

static loads, below those necessary to produce sudden fibrilar damage, are capable of 

eliciting an increase in expression of MMP-1 compared to moderate static loads. 

Creep damage (Wang et al., 1995) is a possible explanation for this behavior. 

While fibrilar damage may not occur with the initial load, it can result over time through 

creep.  The non-linear correlation between creep and expression of MMP-1 and IL-1β 

(Figures 4.4) supports this hypothesis.  The increase in expression may be due to the 
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micro-structural changes associated with creep as a result of load. These changes include 

fiber recruitment, fiber sliding and fibril rupture (Thornton et al., 2002, Screen et al., 

2004) all mechanisms that would alter the mechanical environment of the surrounding 

cells.  

An unexpected result of our study was the significant differences found in 

GAPDH between load levels.  While other in vitro studies have not found GAPDH to 

vary with loading conditions (Majima et al., 2000, Tsuzaki et al. 2003a, Arnoczky et al., 

2004), the proliferative state of cells has been found to affect its expression (Mansur et 

al., 1993). It is unclear whether this was the case in our study or if other factors led to the 

difference in GAPDH levels.  These differences precluded the use of GAPDH as an 

internal control for our study and 18s was used instead.  

A limitation of our study was that it only examined mRNA expression. Many 

proteins such as the matrix metalloproteinases are tightly regulated after expression 

(Matrisian, 1990). Examination of protein levels and enzyme activity should be 

conducted to confirm the findings in this study. A second limitation was that strain was 

measured clamp-to-clamp while gene expression was measured at the mid-substance. 

Strain is known to be unevenly distributed in tendons loaded in vitro (Zernicke et al., 

1984), therefore further examination into the relationship between creep and gene 

expression should measure strain at the mid-substance if possible. 

4.5 Conclusion 
 

In conclusion, we find the expression of genes associated with tendon 

degeneration is modulated by extended periods of static loads within a physiologic range. 

Furthermore, expression of MMP-1 and IL-1β correlate with creep. High static loads and 
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the resultant creep may be a pathway in the accumulation of microdamage and the 

expression of proteases and cytokines that lead to chronic tendon injury. 
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Genes Gene Name Primer Sequences (forward/reverse) 

Accession 

Number 

5'-GGATTTGGCCGCATTGG-3'  L23961 GAPDH Glyseraldehyde-3-

phosphate dehydrogenase 5'-CAACATCCACTTTGCCAGAGTTAA-3'  

5'-AGGAGCCTTCCCAAGAGGAA-3' M25663 MMP - I Matrix  

Metalloproteinase -1 5'-CTTGTCTCTTGCATATCAGGATGATG-3'  

5'-CACGCAGGTGGAGATGATCTAC-3' U97696 COX-2 Cyclooxygenase - 2 

5'-TTCCTGGCCCACAGCAAA-3'  

5'-TCCAGACGAGGGCATCCA-3' D21835 IL-1β Interlukin 1β 

5'-CTGCCGGAAGCTCTTGTTG-3'  

5'-AGTGCGGGTCATAAGCTTGC-3' X00640 18s 18s rRNA 

5'-GGTGTGTACAAAGGGCAGGG-3'  

 
Table 4.1. Primer Sequences used for real-time PCR analysis. Abbreviations 
and gene names, primer sequences and Genebank accession number are presented. 
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Figure 4.1 Typical creep curve. Tendon loaded under a 6 MPa static 
load for 20 hours. Initial strain, final strain and creep are noted. 
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Figure 4.2 Mean (±SD) initial strain and creep. Tendons statically loaded 
to 2 (solid), 4 (vertical lines) or 6 (horizontal lines) MPa for 20 hours.  
Mean final strains are the sum of initial strains and creep, and were 
significantly different between each loading group (n=39, *p<0.05).  
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Figure 4.3 Mean (±SD) relative expression levels. Tendons statically 
loaded to 2 (solid), 4 (vertical lines) or 6 (horizontal lines) MPa relative 
to 0 (open) MPa. MMP-1 expression increased 260% between the 4 
and 6 Mpa loading groups. Similar trends between the 4 and 6 MPa 
loading groups were found in IL-1b (p=0.09) and COX-2 (p=0.08).  
Relative to stress shielding, static load decreased IL-1b expression 
while COX-2 expression increased. (n=39, *p<0.05).   
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Figure 4.4 Polynomial regressions. Graphs plot creep vs expression 
of MMP-1 mRNA and creep vs expression of IL-1b mRNA.  
Significant correlations (p<0.001) were found between creep and 
expression for both genes.  
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Chapter V:  

Conclusions 
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5.1 Summary of Findings 
 

 The overall goal of this line of research was to improve our understanding of how 

mechanically stimulating tendons effects their biomechanical factors and the gene 

expression of matrix molecules associated with degeneration.  This research may provide 

valuable insight into the mechanical behavior and cellular response of tendons to loading 

which may explain the early mechanisms of tissue injury associated with tendinopathies. 

This dissertation examined gene expression levels of matrix molecules associated 

with degeneration in flexor tendons exposed to repetitive loads in vivo. It also describes 

and validates an in vitro system capable of applying tensile controlled mechanical loads 

to connective tissues maintained in culture while monitoring their biomechanical 

properties.  Finally, the effects of different static loads on the gene expression levels of 

collagenase-1, interlukin-1B, and cyclooxygenase-2 were examined utilizing the tissue 

loading system.   

For the analysis of the in vivo loaded tendon, no significant changes in mRNA 

expression levels, as measured by quantitative RT-PCR, for matrix inflammatory and 

degradative genes in tendons subjected to 80 cumulative hours of repetitive loading were 

found compared to contra lateral controls. These finding differ from the histological 

analysis of tendons exposed to the same loading conditions and stained with antibodies to 

the related proteins.  Therefore, the study raises questions as to the value of RT-PCR for 

investigating changes in gene expression in connective tissues exposed to repetitive loads 

in vivo, particularly if changes are very localized. 

The design and construction of a six station in vitro tissue loading system allowed 

viable tendon or ligament tissues from the same animal to be subjected to various loading 
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conditions for 24 to 48 hours in order to examine the effect of these loads on cellular 

behavior and mechanical properties of the tissue. Loading parameters such as amplitude, 

rate and frequency can be controlled while biomechanical factors such as creep, force 

relaxation and modulus can be monitored.  

Utilizing this loading system, 20 hours of static load was found to up-regulate 

collagenase expression in tendons exposed to a moderate load compared to a high load.  

Relative to stress shielded tendons, a moderate load decreased interlukin-1β expression 

while a high load up-regulated cyclooxygenase expression. In addition, a correlation was 

found between creep and the expression levels of both collagenase-1 and interlukin-1b, 

suggesting that the pathway for MMP-1 and IL-1β expression, leading eventually to 

tendon degeneration, may be regulated by the biomechanical factor creep. 

5.2 Implication of Findings 
 

This dissertation found changes in gene expression with in vitro loading but not 

with in vivo loading. Since changes in protein staining were found in the in vivo model 

the findings suggest that changes in gene expression levels may have been missed. The in 

vivo loading protocol used may have led to very localized regions of high load resulting 

in localized gene expression changes, changes which may be masked by examining a 

large region of tissue as was done with the RT-PCR analysis. Large pieces of tissue are 

required in order to asses mRNA levels due to the relative acellularity of tendon tissue.  

Methods which identify regional changes in microstructure, mRNA or protein expression, 

such as in situ hybridization or immunostaining may be more suited for examining the 

effects of loading on connective tissue in in vivo models. RT-PCR may be more useful as 

an initial step for examining the effects of load using in vitro models.  However in vitro 
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models should also examine protein expression levels to confirm any findings of changes 

in gene expression levels. 

In order to examine the effects of mechanical loads on connective tissues, an in 

vitro tissue loading system was designed. A unique feature of this system was its ability 

to load tendons under force or displacement control while precisely controlling and 

measuring several parameters.  This allows the effects of creep, force relaxation and 

changes in modulus to be examined. Another advantage of the system is that it can 

independently load 6 tendons simultaneously which allows for repeated measures 

experiments to be run, increasing the power of experiments while reducing the number of 

animals required.  Finally, the system is capable of applying loads to rabbit flexor 

tendons within physiologic range and above in order to simulate exposures associated 

with overuse injuries. 

Employing the in vitro system described in chapter 3, static load was found to 

affect expression of IL-1β, COX-2 and MMP-1. The modulation of IL-1β with load is 

consistent with the finding from other in vivo (Uchida et al., 2005) and cell culture 

studies (Tsuzaki et al., 2003a, Abiko et al., 1998). This is the first study to demonstrate 

that IL-1β expression is modulated by static load in tendon explants. Uchida et al., 2005 

propose hypothesis that mechanical force, either by excess or absence may induce the 

secretion of cytokines such as IL-1β stimulating enzyme production which may lead to 

cleavage of the collagen matrix. The findings in this study support this hypothesis.  

Moderate loading significantly inhibited IL-1β expression relative to stress shielded 

tendons, however, significant inhibition is not found in tendons exposed to higher (6 

MPa) loads. 
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The upregulation of MMP-1 with static load in tendon explants was also a novel 

finding.  Lavagnino et al., 2006 found that sudden fibrilar damage, induced by a single 

point load in rat tail tendon fascicles led to up regulation of interstitial collagenase in the 

cells surrounding the ruptured fibrils. The increase in MMP-1 expression found in this 

study indicates that high sustained static loads, below those necessary to produce sudden 

fibrilar damage, are capable of eliciting an increase in expression of MMP-1 compared to 

moderate static loads. 

Finally, the correlation between creep and the expression of MMP-1 and IL-1β 

suggests high static loads and the resultant creep may be a pathway in the accumulation 

of microdamage and the expression of proteases and cytokines that lead to chronic tendon 

injury.  

5.3 Limitations 
 
 Several limitations must be considered when interpreting the presented data. 

While in vitro organ culture models to study tendon overuse injuries are an appealing 

alternative to animal and cell culture models, providing various advantages, they do have 

limitations. Excising tendons removes the surrounding sheaths and synovial fluid and 

disrupts the vasculature. Possible systemic or regional mechanisms that contribute to the 

development of tendon disorders may be missed.  A systemic inflammatory response to 

loading (e.g., role of systemic macrophages), damage to the vascular system absence of 

innervation and properties of the synovial fluid are examples of such mechanisms. Also, 

the loaded tendons will not be sliding within sheaths or against bone as they would in 

vivo leading to different localized strain distributions.  These effects would contribute 
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shear and compressive forces to the tendons.  The removal of these forces may have an 

effect on the gene expression of tendon cells.  

In addition to removing factors which may affect tendons in vivo, other factors 

are introduced that otherwise might not be present. In order to apply loads to tendons, 

both ends are clamped between grips that crush the tissue which may lead to release of 

mediators and signaling proteins into the media from the damaged region.  The clamping 

may also lead to uneven strain distribution, as described in chapter 3.  However, the 

effects of such loading on strain distribution along the cross section are unknown. Cells 

in the center of the tissue may experience different loads than cells at the surface, altering 

their response to the applied loads. Culturing tissues in medium also introduces 

significant changes to the environment in which tissues are exposed to.  Overabundance 

of growth factors, high concentrations of antibiotics and other factors, while necessary to 

maintain cells viable and metabolically active, may lead to changes in cell behavior 

which would not occur naturally in vivo.  This is especially important when the tendons 

exposed in vitro are compared to tendon frozen at harvest. 

 A limitation in interpreting the RT-PCR results was the high levels of variability.  

Biological processes tend to have high intrinsic variable, however, extrinsic variability, 

introduced by the loading system or the RT-PCR process, may have resulted in changes 

being missed.  A study which employed the in vitro loading system described in chapter 3 

was conducted to examine the effects of peak stress during cyclic loading on the 

expression of various matrix molecules.  Statistical analysis of the results indicated there 

were no significant differences in expression levels between any of the loading groups.  

However, the variability in gene expression levels was so high (COV = 107%) that even 
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if there was a trend associated with loading, the findings would not have achieved 

statistical significance.  Various factors may have contributed to increasing the variability 

thereby masking any effect loading may have had on expression levels. 

The first factor which may have lead to high variability levels are in the RNA 

extraction and reverse transcription process.  While every precaution was taken to ensure 

an RNase free environment and to minimize RNA degradation, the process is still 

technically challenging. For example, during RNA extraction, 4 samples are processed 

simultaneously.  At times however the procedure requires samples to be processed 

sequentially. The sequence in which samples are processed was found to affect RNA 

yield.  In order to control for this, the sequence in which samples were processed was 

assigned randomly, however the effect of extraction order added to sample variability. 

Future studies should experiment with different RNA purification kits and procedures in 

order to assess which produce the most reliable and reproducible results. The low 

cellularity of tendon tissues and low target gene concentrations also increase the 

difficulty of obtaining consistent results. Due to amplification during PCR, small 

differences in initial quantities can lead to large variability in the end results.  

Investigators may consider pooling samples before quantification.  This will reduce the 

sample size, but may result in less variability allowing differences to be identified. 

 A second factor may be inherent in the in vitro loading system in that the 

distribution of strain in the tendon in our system may have been too inhomogeneous. A 

study which examined recruitment of crimp in tendon fascicles with applied tensile strain 

(Hansen et al., 2002) found crimp periods disappeared at the surface of the fascicle 

sooner than along the center axis suggesting loads at the surface are higher than at the 
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center. Various factors including tissue cross sectional area, location of the tissue 

between the clamps, distribution of fibro-cartilage within the tendon and the location of 

the tissue sample used to evaluate gene expression may all affect the magnitude of the 

difference in loads between the surface and the center of the tissue.  

5.4 Future Directions 
 

This thesis presents an in vitro organ culture system which was used to study the 

effects of static loads on gene expression, identifying possible thresholds associated with 

remodeling or injury.  This system can be further used to investigate how gene expression 

is affected by various other loading parameters. For example, the effect of stress rate on 

collagenase expression can be studied.  By better characterizing which genes are affected 

and how they are affected by each loading parameter, more precise exposure limits to 

reduce the risk of overuse injuries can be found.  In addition to gene expression, the 

effects of each loading parameter on cell viability, protein expression and tendon 

microstructure can be examined to provide a better understanding of the initial 

physiologic response to load. 

 The next step would be to study how gene expression is affected by other loads, 

particularly cyclic loads.  High force, high repetition tasks have been identified as a 

significant risk factor in the development of tendon disorders (Armstrong et al., 1987).  

However, cyclic loads are characterized by several parameters including peak load, 

trough load, loading rate, loading frequency, duty cycle and absorbed energy. Future 

studies should examine how each of these parameters affect gene expression.  Results 

from these studies may help identify which loading parameters contribute the most to 
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injury response and could therefore guide ergonomists and engineers in better designing 

workplace tools and tasks in order to decrease injury risk.  

 As mentioned in the limitations, this thesis only examined gene expression. In 

order to better understand the effects of cyclic load and its parameters on cellular 

behavior in tendons, cell viability/proliferation, protein expression and enzyme activity 

should be studied.  Structural changes such as crimp pattern, fiber alignment and 

microtear formation should also be examined.  Understanding the relationship between 

cyclic loads, microstructural changes and their effect on cellular behavior would 

contribute to our understanding of the etiology of chronic tendon disorders due to 

repetitive loading. 

 In addition to studying the relationship between repetitive loads and gene 

expression, the system can be used to further characterize the biomechanical properties of 

connective tissues. Tendons, like most biological tissues exhibit viscoelastic properties 

including creep and force relaxation. However, the underlying mechanisms which 

produce such behavior are poorly understood.  Further studies should examine structural 

changes such as water extrusion, crimp pattern straightening, fiber sliding and microtear 

formation which may be responsible for the viscoelastic properties observed in tendons 

and other connective tissues.  Such studies would provide useful information which may 

contribute to injury prevention and to the design of allografts. 

 Finally, results obtained from this system are all limited due to the inherent 

limitations of an in vitro system. Therefore, findings from the in vitro studies should be 

followed-up with in vivo animal models and, if possible, human models. Work in this 
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area will provide a better understanding of overuse injuries, their etiology, safe exposure 

limits and treatments for such injuries. 
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